New Vision for National Security

USAID-DOD Relations
- Providing humanitarian relief
  - Tsunami response
- Strengthening fragile states
  - Afghanistan
- Supporting strategic states
  - Pakistan
- Addressing global issues
  - GWOT
- Promoting transformational development
  - TBD
Security and Development

Conflict

Peace

Counter Terrorism
Counter Insurgency
WAR

Post Conflict Reconstruction & Stability Ops
USAID Approach

• Establishment of USAID Military Policy Board
  – Membership: AAs plus one
  – Focus on long-term strategic relationship with DOD
  – Secretariat: PPC

• Creation of the Office of Military Affairs
  – DCHA lead
  – Operational link to DOD
Military Policy Board Mandate

• Develop long-term strategic relationship with DOD:
  – Influence planning, operations, and military doctrine
  – Strengthen USAID’s ability to work with DOD
  – Increase DOD’s understanding of USAID

• Focus on key linkages to maximize operational and policy coordination

• Prioritize options for engagement

• Provide policy guidance for relations with DOD, State S/CRS, Hill and others on military issues
Policy Issues

- Need for USAID Policy Paper on objectives of working with the military
- Need for “Rules of Engagement” to define parameters for cooperation on reconstruction tasks
- Follow-up on Sahel counter-terrorism assessment: USAID-DOD interface on GWOT
- Press for USAID participation in theatre security cooperation plans
- Improve coordination on working in fragile states/“ungoverned areas”
## Office of Military Affairs Staffing

**Office Director**

**Senior Military Advisor (PSC)**

### Planning Div Chief (FS)
- Prog Manager COCOMs (GS)
- EUCOM Advisor (PSC)
- PACOM Advisor (PSC)
- SOCOM Advisor (PSC)
- CENTCOM Advisor (PSC)
- SOUTHCOM Advisor (PSC)
- Doctrine/Strategic Plng Spec (PSC)
- Planning/Program Dvl Spec (PSC)

### Operations Div Chief (FS)
- MLU Disaster Coord (PSC)
- MLU Disaster Coord (PSC)
- MLU Disaster Coord (PSC)
- Complex Em Spec (PSC)
- Complex Em spec (PSC)
- Complex Em Spec (PSC)
- Training Spec (PSC)
- Comm/Logistics (PSC)
OFFICE OF MILITARY AFFAIRS - OBJECTIVES

- Focal Point for USAID interaction w/military
- Maintain emergency response readiness
- Forge effective working relationships, including NGO-military interface
- Coordinate planning between organizations
- Develop training, education and exercises
- Develop guidelines and SOP consistent with each organization’s mandate
USAID-COCOM Relationship

- Key to linking operational plans
- Senior meetings with SOCOM, EUCOM and Ft. Bragg; exchanges approved
- CENTCOM, PACOM, SOUTHCOM visits upcoming
- Build on substantial USAID experience in working with military
- Includes interagency coordination (S/CRS, etc.)
Near Term Priorities

- Office up and running, incl. COCOM advisors
- Develop joint training plan with DoD
- Review USAID-Civil Affairs cooperation/plans
- Upgrade USAID classified communications
- Lessons learned from Afghanistan PRTs
- Coordinate USAID participation in exercises
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